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In this document, we provide additional results and ex-
amples that were omitted from the main paper due to space.

1. Analysis per FigureQA Question Template
Table 1 shows results for PReFIL compared to RN [3, 2]

and human baselines [2] for different question templates.
The results are from a subset of the Test 2 split in FigureQA.
As mentioned in the main document, Test 2 split consists of
chart images where the charts have alternated colors com-
pared to the training set, such that the colors are novel for a
given chart-type. Test 2 annotations are not publicly avail-
able and the results were obtained by sending model pre-
dictions to the authors. As seen in table 1, PReFIL outper-
forms RN for all question templates by a large margin and
also outperforms human baseline in 12 out of 15 question
templates.

2. More Discussion of Example Outputs
We present additional examples for our PReFIL algo-

rithm for both the DVQA [1] (Fig. 1) and FigureQA (Fig. 2)
datasets. For both datasets, we present examples of correct
predictions for a variety of examples (top two rows) and
some cases of incorrect predictions (bottom row).

For DVQA, PReFIL with oracle OCR is exceedingly ca-
pable, with accuracy of over 96% (see main text for de-
tails), but it makes some occasional errors. First, since the
dynamic encoding is based on the position of words in the
chart, PReFIL may detect the wrong word when the words
are in close proximity to each other (Fig. 1, bottom left).
Second, when the chart elements are partially or fully ob-
scured by the legend, PReFIL often fails to correctly parse
the chart data (Fig. 1, bottom center). Finally, for some
charts, questions involving multiple measurements are also
erroneous, especially when the measurements differ only by
a small amount (Fig. 1, bottom right).

For FigureQA, PReFIL again performs well across all
categories, surpassing overall human accuracy. PReFIL
is capable of answering a wide range of questions across
several types of images (Fig. 2, top 2 rows). How-

ever, PReFIL often struggles for question template “Is X
the smoothest/roughest?” especially for the dot-line style
graphs. The errors are more prominent when the legend ob-
scures or intermingles with the chart elements (Fig. 2, bot-
tom left). Since the dots are not connected to each other,
it is an extremely difficult task even for attentive human
observers. Similarly, PReFIL makes occasional mistakes
when comparing elements that are very close to each other
(Fig. 2, bottom center and right). However, as seen in Table
1, PReFIL is more accurate than even human observers for
comparing two elements.
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Table 1. Results for PReFIL compared with RN [3, 2] and Human baseline [2] compared with each unique question template in FigureQA.

Question Template Figure Types RN [3, 2] Human [2] PReFIL (Ours)

Is X the minimum? bar, pie 76.78 97.06 97.20
Is X the maximum? bar, pie 83.47 97.18 98.07
Is X the low median? bar, pie 66.69 86.39 93.07
Is X the high median? bar, pie 66.50 86.91 93.00
Is X less than Y ? bar, pie 80.49 96.15 98.20
Is X greater than Y ? bar, pie 81.00 96.15 98.07
Does X have the minimum area under the curve? line 69.57 94.22 94.00
Does X have the maximum area under the curve? line 78.45 95.36 96.91
Is X the smoothest? line 58.57 78.02 71.87
Is X the roughest? line 56.28 79.52 74.67
Does X have the lowest value? line 69.65 90.33 92.17
Does X have the highest value? line 76.23 93.11 94.83
Is X less than Y? line 67.75 90.12 92.38
Is X greater than Y? line 67.12 89.88 92.00
Does X intersect Y ? line 68.75 89.62 91.25

Overall bar,pie,line 72.18 91.21 92.79



Q:   Whi ch obj ect  i s  pr ef er r ed by 
t he l east  number  of  peopl e 

summed acr oss al l  t he 
cat egor i es?  A: way

 Q.  What  el ement  does t he sal mon 
col or  r epr esent ? A: fellow

Q.  I s each bar  a sol i d col or  
wi t hout  pat t er ns? A:  Yes

Q.  Does t he char t  cont ai n any 
negat i ve val ues? A:  Yes

Q:   What  i s t he accur acy of  t he 
al gor i t hm ef f ect ?  A: 1

 Q.  Whi ch gr oup of  bar s cont ai ns 
t he l ar gest  val ued i ndi v i dual  bar  

i n t he whol e char t ? A: moment

Q.  What  dat aset  does t he 
st eel bl ue col or  r epr esent ?

A: datasets (tale)

Q:   How many peopl e pr ef er  t he 
i t em ar t  i n t he cat egor y char m?

 A: 5 (8)

 Q.  Whi ch i t em sol d t he l east  
number  of  uni t s summed acr oss 

al l  t he st or es? A: place (visit)

Figure 1. Some example predictions for PReFIL on the DVQA dataset. Red denotes incorrect predictions. For incorrect predictions, correct
answer is shown in parenthesis.



Q:   I s sal mon t he smoot hest ?  A: 
No

 Q.  I s Bubbl egum gr eat er  t han 
Br own? A: No

Q.  I s Si enna gr eat er  t han 
Bur l ywood? A:  Yes

Q.  I s Li ght  sky bl ue t he 
mi ni mum? A:  Yes

Q:   I s Tan t he r oughest ?               
A: Yes

 Q. I s Ol i ve Dr ab t he maxi mum?    
A: No

Q.  I s Red t he smoot hest ?
A: Yes (No)

Q:   I s Dar k Gol d t he mi ni mum?
 A: Yes (No)

 Q.  I s Medi um Mi nt  gr eat er  t han 
Char t r euse? A: No (Yes)

Figure 2. Some example predictions for PReFIL on the FigureQA dataset. Bottom row shows some incorrect predictions made by PReFIL.
Red denotes incorrect predictions. For incorrect predictions, correct answer is shown in parenthesis.


